
Stella Polaris is chilling with Tate Britain in London
7th December 2012 - Late at Tate Britain
Time 18.00-22.00 
Free access - no ticket required 

The organizers behind one of the world’s largest electronic festivals, Stella Polaris, are now teaming up with Tate Britain.
On December 7, Stella Polaris will bring its magical experience to Tate’s polished floors in Space 9. Performance, music and
much more combine at this late night opening exploring the continuing influence of the Pre-Raphaelites on contemporary
art, fashion and music.

Stella Polaris is proud to announce the unique opportunity to recreate the delicate Danish summer atmosphere and magical electronic
universe at Tate Britain on December 7, 2012.

"It's one of our biggest dreams come true as organizers. It’s a huge endorsement that such a large institution has agreed to host us in
their beautiful space. It fires our spirits and motivates us to pursue even more adventures abroad "says Kalle B from Stella Polaris.

In Denmark, Stella Polaris is known for presenting contemporary and highly acclaimed artists and the event this night is no exception.
Mads Björn will undoubtedly get under the skin of the guests with his evocative tracks, acoustic guitar and sparse means. Musician
and producer August will accompany Mads with his lowered electronic sounds to create deep chill-out music. Listeners will also find
electronic duo DJ Lulu Rouge contributing to a superb evening with their electronic sounds, alongside a number of their remixes of
great artists such as Moby, Robbie Williams and Choir Of Young Believers.

Line-up: Mads Björn (live), Lulu Rouge, August, Nicka, Løwenstein and Kalle B.

Stella Polaris took its first baby steps back in 1997 and since then sprinted forward to celebrate its 15th anniversary in 2012 as the
world’s largest free chill-out festival! 
Go to http://www.stella-polaris.dk/ for more info.

7th December 2012 - Late at Tate Britain
Time 18.00-22.00 
Free, no ticket required 

More information here. 

Listen to the music here:
http://soundcloud.com/stellapolarismusic
Follow Stella Polaris on Facebook + twitter:
http://www.facebook.com/Stellapolarisfestival and http://twitter.com/me_at_stella

Contact:
Kalle B – kalle@stella-polaris.dk – +45 21676098 
Nicka Kirstejn – nicka@stella-polaris.dk – +45 26166900


